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Abstract
This paper introduces a new approach to the estimation of the bid-avk spread in competi-
tive dealership markets. In such markets,severaltransactions may take place simultaneously
within the same time interval so that observed prices can not be ordered sequentially. There-
fore, the standard approach of estimating spread using differenced prices can not be used
without losing a considerable amount of iliformation. We propnvr, an alternative method
to model the price behaviour for which data differencing is not needed. This new method
is flexible in two ways. Firstly, it can accommodate linear and non-linear cross-aectional
properties of the data. Secondly, it can explore the time series properties for data with
missing values and for data which may not be ordered sequentially over time. We consider a
statistical model for security prices which explicitly takes account of the empirical features
of the spread such as trade size and intra-day effects. The model is put into state space
form in order to use the Kalman 61ter smoother to estimate the fundamental price and the
spread from the observed prices. The new methodology is illustrated by transaction data of
three stocks which are heavily traded on the London Stock Exchange. The model fits the
data satisfactory and we conclude that ( i) the signed trading volumes atrongly affect the
fundamental price process, ( ii) the size of the trade has a Large significant impact on the
spread component and (iii) the intra-day effect on the epread appears to be lese important
than often is suggested in the financial literature.
Key words: microstructure; pricing; spreads; Kalman filter.
JEL classification: C51; G12.
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Introduction
The price of securities in financial markets consists of two main components: the fundamental
price and the spread. Both components cannot be observed. The size of sptead is possibly
incurred by order processing costs, inventory holding costs and adverse selection costs of tlie
trade; see the discussion in O'Hara (1995). Also, the spread may vary with factors such as
trade size and time of day. The standard approach of estimating the spread is based on the
autocovariance structure of the differenced price data or on specific regression techniques. It
follows that the prices must be ordered sequentially over time: at each time period only one
price is observed.
There are two notions of data sequentiality: one refers to the market and the other refers to
the available data set. It can be argued that securities traded at mazkets with a monopolistic
mazket maker, such as the specialist broker on the New York Stock Exchange, and equities
traded at markets in which liquidity is provided by the public limit order book, such as Pazis
Bourse and Tokyo Stock Exchange, have a price for each time period when a transaction takes
place. Data collected from such markets usually maintain the property of data sequentiality.
For competitive dealership markets, such as Chicago Mercantile Exchange and Chicago Board
Option Exchange, several dealers negotiate and complete multiple trades simultaneously. There-
fore, different prices of the same security float within the market at the same time. The prop-
erty of price sequentiality may still hold for data sets collected hom such markets because of
the method of data collection or data manipulation. For example, the average of traded prices
within a period can be considered. Data sequentiality remains in this approach but it may lead
to a serious loss of information. Different prices are associated with different quantities which
have a considerable effect on the spread as we will show. Moreover, such a practical solution is
theoretically not satisfactory and we prefer a model-based approach.
In this paper we consider transaction data from the London Stock Exchange (LSE). Most of
the securities at the LSE have multiple market makers aad several trades of the same security
occur simultaneously on a regular basis. It is not etraightforward to identify the funda,men-
tal price in such markets due to the market itself and due to the lack of sequentiality of the
data. Firstly, the working of the London market is not very transparent: security trades are
negotiated between several dealers on the phone. Participants in the market do not necessarily
observe most of the trading in the market. Also, delays in reporting new transactions take place
regularly. Therefore, the fundamental price is affected by so-called "coloured noise~. Secondly,
data collected from the LSE is intrinsically non-sequential. For example, there were six transac-
tions of the stock of British Telecom taking place on 1 April 1996 at 11:09, while there were ten
transactions at 11:10 with five different observed pricea. So there is no unique price within the
time interval of one minute. The standard approach to estimate the spread using differenced
price data can clearly not be used in these cases. This has been our main motivation to develop
a new statistical approach to model bid~ask apreads for non-sequential trade markets.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 1 gives an overview of the contributions
in the literature on the empirical features of bid-ask spreads. The statistical model for bid-ask
spreads is presented in Section 2 in which we include discussion of the technical features of
the model. We also discuss some possible extensions of the model. Section 3 presents an
application of the model by using the transaction data of Glaxo Wellcome, British Telecom and
Shell TYansport which are traded on the London Stock Exchange. It is shown that our model
is capable of identifying the fundamental price and the spread in a straightforward manner.
Section 4 considers options for further research. The appendicea include technical references to
regression splines, the Kalman filter smoother and parameter estimation.
2
1 Bid-ask spreads
1.1 Estimation using differenced prices
The fimdamental price and the spread ofa security are unobserved components of the trade price.
By making appropriate assumptions about the dynamic behaviour of the fundamental price and
the spread, they can be estimated frorn the observed price. Inference about the spread can be
based on different approaches, but most of them require some sequential ordering of the data.
Roll (1984) initiated the standard approach of estimating the spread using the autocovariance
structure of the price differences. Improvements on the original model of Roll are presented by,
among others, Stoll (1989) and George, Kaul and Nimalendran (1991). The approach taken by
Glosten and Harris (1988) is based on regression techniques using trade indicators. Hasbrouck
(1988, 1991a, 1991b) uses vector autoregressive (VAR) models to measure the inventory and
information components of trade and quote prices. The statistical analysis of Madhavan and
Smidt (1991) is taken from a Bayesian perspective and they have used data sets which are
sequentialised using record numbers of transactions. Huang and Stoll (1997) give a very detailed
overview of these methods and they unify them to a general approach. These approaches require
the use of differenced data, including prices, quotes and trade-direction indicators, as dependent
or independent variables. Most data in these studies are ordered sequentially: daily data is
ordered by day while intra-daily data is usually ordered by unique time stamps. Examples of
studies based on daily data are the original study of Roll (1984), Stoll (1989) who used the
last three prices of the day and the work of AfReck-Graves et al. (1994). Studies of foreign
exchange markets can adopt the standazd approach because the quotes are sequentially ordered;
see, for example, liollerslev and Damowitz (1993), Rnller5lev and Melvin (1994) and Bollerslev,
Domowitz and Wang (1997). Note that trade records are rarely available for these mazkets.
Studies of futures or options markets analyse trades which are recorded sequentially by the
clerks in the exchange; see Chuttg (1991) and Locke and Venkatesh (1997). It should be stressed
here that the observed data sequence may not necessarily be identical to the sequence of trading.
For example, members of the New Yotk Stock Exchange are responsible to enter at least 9010 of
the trades to the Consolidated Tape System withing 90 seconds of execution, which may distort
the reporting sequence such that it is not consistent with the trade sequence; see Hasbrouck et
al. (1993). However, the data sequence enables the use of differenced prices.
1.2 Non-sequential data
In a competitive dealership market, one may expect dealers to negotiate the trades simultane-
ously. Multiple deals of a liquid security may be executed nearly at the same time as a result.
The price series is not sequential and estimation based on differenced data is not possible. One
notable and important example is the trade records retrieved from the Stock Exchange Auto-
mated Quotation (SEAQ) system of the London Stock Exchange (LSE). Investigations of the
LSE trades are carried out by, among others, Hansch and Neuberger (1993) who study block
trading and by de Jong, Nijman and Roëll (1995) who study the spreads of French stocks traded
at SEAQ International. The time series properties in these studies have not been considered
in full: the rnid-quote price is treated as an approximation of the fundamental price and the
spread is defined as twice the difference between the transaction price and the mid-quote price.
Thus the spread is not measured from changes in prices. It may be argued that the mid-quote
is not persistently above or below the fundamental price; see Hansch et al. (1996). On the
other hand, Reiss and Werner (1996) argue that the mid-quote does not represent the average
quotes of market makers and it may be very different from the fundamental price. Moreover,
mid-quote prices may not be available outside the mandatory quote period which is one of the
main reasons why these outside trades are excluded in all the studies of the LSE market.
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This paper presents a model which preserves the time series properties while data sequen-
tiality is not required. The time series properties are modelled explicitly in order to obtain
estimates of the underlying fundamental prices and spreads. Also, the model takes explicitly
account of a number of effects which causes the variation of spread such as size of trade and time
of trade. The structure of our model is general and it is easy to include more effects into the
model. The remainder of this section discusses explanatory factors and other empirical features
affecting the spread which have been emphasized by other contríbutions in the literature.
1.3 ~ade size effect
The size of the trade is closely related to its order processing, inventory and information costs.
Easley and O'Hara (1987) have argued that the spread increases with the size of the trade
because of the adverse selection effect. The effect exists when customers have more information
than market makers which implies that large orders indicate good or bad news known by the
customer. The spread needs to compensate the loss of the market maker. On the other hand, the
market maker deviates from the optimal portfolio by taking the order from the customer, so the
spread is increasing in the size of the trade to compensate the loss; see Amihud and Mendelson
(1980) and Ho and Stoll (1981, 1983). Flirthermore, other authora have emphasized that spread
size decreases with trade size because fixed costs aze associated with each trade. Striking a deal
takes about the same time for the market maker regardleas of the order size; see Stoll (1978b),
Board and Sutcliffe (1995), de Jong, Nijman and Roëll (1995) and Reiss and Werner (1996).
Therefore, it is azgued that the size effect is expected to have a so-called U-ahape: the spread is
big for small and big trades, and it is small for medium trades.
1.4 Intra-day effect
The spread may vary over time in a general fashion but the dominant feature in many data sets
is the intra-day variation. Several contributions in the literature have studied the importance
of intra-day variation on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE); aee Wood, McInish and Ord
(1985), Wood and McInish (1992) and Brock and Kleidon (1992). Moat contributions agree that
traders have strong demands to re-establish their optimal portfolios at the start of the trading
period. Also, market makers may fear that investors have private information at the start of the
trading period so they buy or sell ahares at the expense of other market makera. At the closing
of the market, traders prepare for the non-trading period by ací,justing their portfolios in an
appropriate way. Brock and Kleidon (1992) summarise other reasons for a higher spread at the
end of the trading period: (i) brokers are instructed to execute orders at discretion over the day
and, as time passes by, the desire to fill the remaining orders will increase; (ii) the performance
of the fund manager is often evaluated on the value of the portfolio at cloaing time which gives
an incentive to execute tradea at closing time; (iii) the sales of ahares are generally based on
closing prices such that mutual funds managera prefer to trade cloae to cloaing time.
Outside the NYSE, empirical evidence of the intraday pattern of spreads is mixed. Wang
et al. (1994) use data obtained from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and they Snd that the
spreads of the SBcP 500 index futures have an intra-day U-shape. Lee et al. (1993) find that
effective spreads of stocks from NYSE and American Stock Exchange (AMEX) exhibit U-shape
patterns. On the other hand, Werner and Kleidon (1996) atudy crosa-listed stocks in the United
States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK) and they conclude that the spreads in the UK decline
during the day. Chan, Chung and Johnaon (1995) observe that the apreads of the Chicago Board
Option Exchange are smaller at the end of the trading period. 15rrthermore, Chan, Christie and
Schultz (1995) find the inside spreads of NASDAQ stocks remain relatively conatant in the
morning and decGne in the afternoon, and they suggest that differences of intra-day patterns
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are due to instihttional differences. Finally, van Ravenswaaij (1997) finds that. only the first
hour of tradiug on Paris Boursc has a cousiderable impact ou the size of the spread.
1.5 Other effects
Tlte level of contpetition of tuarket makers is negativel,y related to thc spreads; see Detusetz
(1968). Competition level may be measured by the number of market makers of a security. The
spread is positively related to the risk of returns to compensate market makers wlten market
participants are risk-averse; see Stoll (1978a) for theoretical arguments and Bollerslev and hfelviu
(1994) for empirical evidence. Furthertnore, Stoll (1978a) argues that factors such as the wealth
of market makers aud holding periods of securities also affect the spread. Easley and O'Hara
(1992) argue that high volume of trades signals an inforntat.ion event so that market makers
have to increase the spread to protect themseh'es from adverse selection. On the other hand,
Dutta and D4adhavan (1997) argue that the pasitive relationship between volume and spread
may result front the monopolistic power of market makers.
Generally, the structure of an individual market may determine the spreads. Competitive
dealership markets are not transparent and, therefore, market makers increase the spread to
protect themselves from information advantage; see Pagano and Roëll (1992). In contrast, Naik
et al. (1994) suggest that market makers may narrow the spread to solicit informed trades.
1.6 Volatility
The variances for the disturbances may not be time invariant. It has been emphasized in
the econnmetric and financial literature that for many financial time series, the disturbances
are heteroscedastic and that it can be modelled by autoregressive conditional heterosceda~tic
(ARCH) structures or by stochastic volatility (SV) specifications. However, in this paper we
concentrate on the intra-day volatility. Therefore, we do not treat volatility as a stochastic
process but as a deterministic effect on variances of different time periods within the day.
Many contributions in the literature have found a U-shape for the intra-day volatility of
security returns; see Wood, McInish and Ord (1985), Park (1993), Chan, Chung and Johnson
(1995), Chan, Christie and Schultz (1995) and Werner and Kleidon (1996). The work of Admati
and Pfliderer (1988) and Foster and Viswanathan (1990) indicates that volatility and volume
are correlated. Futthermore, French and Roll (1986) suggest that trading itself creates volatility
and Slezak (1994) argues that the information asymmertry during market closure contributes
the uncertainty to the opening. Empirical evidence of the positive relationship between volume
and volatility is provided by Jain and Joh (1988). All these indications hint t.hat the heavy
trading at the beginning and at the closing of the trading period may be the source of the
U-shape volatility. Finally, Jones, Kaul and Lipson (1994) point out that the volatility-volume
relationship is essentially a volatility-transaction relationship: the number of transactions is
correlated more closely to the volatility than the volume is.
1.7 Discontinuity of trading hours
Trades take place during a lintited part of the day and they only take place during weekdays.
To reftect the uncertainties caused by the discontinuity of the trading period, the fundamental
equity price at the beginning of each trading day is treated as a pazameter which must be
estimated. The procedure for estimating these initial prices can be implemented within our
framework without any additional computational cost.
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2 Statistical model for bid-ask spreads
The statistical model for ptices of competitive dealership markets ~~.ith multiple market makers
presented below can be used generally for observations which can not necessarily be sequentially
ordered over time for all periods.
2.1 The main structure of the model
Suppose that Nt transactions have occuted at time t. The trade prices of a security at time t
aze stacked into the vector yt and the associated trade quantities are stacked into the vector
xt in the same order as yt. The elements of vectors yt and xt are denoted by yt,; and xt,;,
respectively, for i- 1, ..., Nt. When observations are not available for some time point t- r,
the observation r is treated as missing. The estimation methods which we employ later handle
missing observations in a straightforward manner.
The underlying fundamental price of an equity is denoted by the scalar ftt and it applies to
all trade prices within time period t. The mode! is given by
yt,; - Be t st,; f et,;, et,~ ~ N (0, oÉ ~, i- 1, ..., Nt
Fk - Fte-t f 4e f rh, r1t ~ N(0, on) , t- 1,... ,n, (1)
with signal Bt -{k. The specification for the bid-ask spread st,; and the adverse selection
effect qt are discussed below. The normal distributed disturbances et,; are mutually independent
and uncorrelated with the normal distributed disturbances rlt. The signal Bt is set equal to
the fundamental price ~tt but this can be generalised to more general specifications such as
Bt -~ t pt with the stationazy autoregressive effect pt given by
Pt - ~Pe-t f ~t, ~t ~ N (O,aF) , ~~~ C 1, (2)
where the normal distributed disturbances ~t are mutually independent and uncorrelated with
et,; and rlt. The structure of the model is similar to the ones used by Glosten and Hazris (1988)
and Huang and Stoll (1997) but model (1) allows the number of trades to vary with time t.
ALso, the particular specificatíons for the spread and the adverse selection effect are different;
see below.
The assumption of normality for et.; may not be very realistic due to the nature of the
observations which have been subjected to rounding functions. Problems related to rounded
data have been given some attention in the finance literature; see Harris (1991, 1994), Hausman
et.al. (1992) and Chordia and Subrahmanyam (1995). Furthermore, statistical techniques have
been developed to deal with the rounding problem and they can be applied to our model.
Hasbrouck (1996) considers a discrete bid-ask price model and estimate the model using a
nonlinear filtering technique. Manrique and Shephard (1997) extend this analysis by presenting
a Bayesián treatment using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. We believe that in view of our
aim and the large sample size, the rounding problem is not the crucial issue in our analysis.
When st and qt are assumed to be zero for all time periods, the model reduces to a simple
multivariate random walk plus noise model. Moreover, when Nt - 1, for t- 1, ..., n, the model
is the univariate random walk plus noise. The statistical characteristics of this nonstationary
time series model are discussed in detail by Harvey (1989). The model is a classical one: the
forecast function takes the form of an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) and it
can be written as the autoregressive integrated moving average model of ordet (0,1,1), that is the
ARIMA(0,1,1) model. Finally, the random walk plus noise model is the mast basic structutal
time series model of Harvey (1989). This allows the model to be extended, for example, by
including seasonals and cycles. For example, in our model (1), the random walk component can




The specification of the spread effect. depend on a number of unknown but fixed (non-stochastic)
parameters. The spread at time t of the i-th trade ís denoted by sc,; and its specification is given
t,y
s~.t - d~,; (ziry f w~ó) , x -~e,~, (3)
where d~,; is set equal to unity when the i-th trade at time t is a buyer-initiated trade and it is
set equal to minus unity when it is a seller-initiated trade:
r 1, trade t,i is buyer-initiated O
dr'` - Sl -1, trade t,i is seller-initiated ' 4
When the data set. contains iuformation about the identities of the traders, as it is the case in
our sample, the direction of the trade can be easily identified. When such information is not
available, the mid-point of the quote may be used or a tick rule may be applied; see Lee and
Ready (1991). Using Ee~-~ of our model (1), the direction of the trade can also be identified by,
J 1, if ye,; ~ Ne-r
-1, if ye,; G Fr~-rdt,; - h
The size of the i-th trade at time t is denoted by a~,;.
The part of (3) in brackets represent a linear regression equation with the parameter vec-
tors ry and ó. The explanatory variables zr and wz are constructed vectors which are based on
the time-of-day and the size a~,;, respectively. This representation allows the introduction of
piece-wise rr,gressian effects which have different parameters for different intervals within the
range of, for example, time indices or trade sizes; see Johnston (1984, C;hapter 10, Sect',un 2).
This specification can be generalised to regression cubic spline functions which join the discrete
jumps of tlie parameter coefficients to a twice differentiable smooth function; see Poirier (1973,
1976). Figure 1 graphically displays a regression line, a piece-wise regression line and a cubic
spline function for an artificial set of random points. The cubic spline regression gives the best
fit compared to the piece-wise regression with the same number of parameters. Both regression
techniques require a set of benchmarks (or knots) to be choosen by the user a priori. Some tech-
nical details of regression cubic splines are discussed in Appendix A. Model (1) can be regarded
as a multivariate version of the additive nonparametric regression model with autocorrelated
components; see Smith, Wong and Kohn (1998).
The Introduction gives an overview of the theory and previous empirical work about the
spread. Our model specification for the spread captures the following two features:
1. The intraday effect ziry is modelled by a regression cubic spline, in which the x-scale is
time. A limited number of knots are equally distributed between 0:00 and 23:59 hours.
The spline is restricted to sum to zero to avoid confounding with the total effect.
2. The size effect w'zó is also modelled by a regression,spline but here the x-scale is size.
The knots aze placed between the minimum and maximum number of possible trades.
When no institutional boundaries for trade sizes exist, the minimum and maximum can
be determined from the data. The stazting point of the size spline may be restricted to
zero but in this case a constant term is required in the specification for the spread.
An alternative approach for modelling non-linear effects is to transform the underlying variables
into a vector of dummy variables and to estimate the corresponding coefficients by generalised
least squares techniques (see Lehman and Modest, 1994 and Werner and Kleidon, 1996) or by
general method of moments (see Sheikh and Ronn, 1994 and Chan, Chung and Johnson, 1995).
This approach is unsatisfactory because of the discontinuity of parameters for different intervals
and it is aLso curnbersome when a lot of dummy variables are required as is usually the case.
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2.3 Adverse selection effect
After trades are executed, market makers revise their beliefs about the fundamental price of
the security. When more buys than sells take place, the security is probahly undervalued and
the fundamental price must be adjusted upwards. Similarly, if there are more sells than buys,
the price needs to be adjusted downwazds. Since the trade information is not transparent in a
competitive dealership market, the adjustments may be slow. The adverse selection is modelled
by
S N~-~
9~ - réQ - ~ Qiri,i where ri,i - ~ de-i,~ xc-i."
i-i ;-t
(5)
with ~i - (~3t, ... ,~3s)' as a fixed unknown vector of coefficients and S as the maximal time
when all the details of trades are published. The vector r~ -(ri,~, .. ., rs,~)' contains tlte sum of
the trade volumes multiplied by trade dummies di,;'s and it can be interpreted as the change of
inventory of all market makers. If market makers possess all trade information, the adjustment
of their beliefs may be very fast and hence S- L In this case, equation ( 5) is similar to the
adverse-selection term in equation ( 1) of Huang and Stoll ( 1997). The differences between their
equation and our equation (5) aze: (i) we use the observed trade size instead of trade indícators
to measure the adverse selection effect; ( ii) equation ( 5) is set up for a competitive dealership
market instead for a specialist market.
2.4 Disturbances
The disturbances in our model (1) are normally distributed. The variance of rl; can be expressed
as a ratio of the variance of ee which we refer to as the signal-to-noise ratio, that is
iIi - v~~vÉ.
This unknown parameter is fixed for all time points except for certain time periods. Three
different periods are distinguished. Different values for oÉ and an apply to these different time
periods. This approach increases tlte number of parameters to be estimated. Alternatively, the
vaziances can be multiplied by certain constants for these special periods. This is our pteferred
method of dealing with disturbances associated with the following three time periods.
1. First and last half hour of tnxde period In Section 1 it is pointed out that the volatility
may be relatively large at the beginning and end of the trading period, so the variance of
the distutbance et need to be increased.
2. Outside o~cial tmde period. Most exchange markets impose official trading sessions but
sometimes it is allowed to trade outside these periods. For example, the mandatory quote
period for the London market is between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm. Special anangements
exist for clients who operate on other matkets abroad and who wish to trade outside the
official period. Transactions affected by these special trading facilities can be given a less
pronounced role in our model by increasing the variance oÉ.
3. Period of fundamental price correction. Price adjustements and large fiuctuations in prices
are expected when new information becomes available to traders. This requires relatively
lazger values for rh and ee and therefore the corresponding variances should be increased
in these periods. The identification of such periods is done by a prior analysis based on
model (1) and on checking the absolute values of the estimated rh's.
The correction factors for these three periods can be treated as fixed and they can be choosen
by the user. The estimation results as presented in Section 3 are not very sensitive to different
choices of correction factors.
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2.5 State space representation
The model can be represented into state space form; see, among others, Harvey (1993) for a
general discussion. The state space form encaptures a wide range of lineaz time series including
(dynamic) regression models, the well-known ARIMA mocíels of Box and Jenkins (1976) and
the sttuctural time series models of Harvey (1989). The state space form consists of a transition
and a measurement equation; they are respectively given by
ae - Teac-i -~ Wcaw f Rerle, r)c ~ N(~, Qc) ,
zye,: - Zc,,ac -~ Xc,;az t Ee,;, Ee,; ~ N 0, ac,; i - 1, . , Nc,
where crc is the m x 1 state vector. The observation yc,; for time t and subject i is modelled as a
linear fimction of the state vector ac, the explanatory variable vector Xc,; and the disturbance ec,;.
The state vector follows a vector autoregressive process with transition matrix Tc, explanatory
matrix Wc and selection matrix Rc for the disturbance vector r~c. The disturbances are mutually
inciependent and uncorrelated with each other. The patameter vectors as and aw associated
with explanatory variables Xc,; and Wc, respectively, allow the inclusion of fixed effects in the
modeL The explanatory variables can also be used to include dummy effects, interventions and
other fixed effects into the model. The initial specification of the initial state vector is given by
ai ~ N ~a,~zP) , (8)
where vector a and matrix P aze fixed and known. Nonstationary components within the state
vector require a diffuse prior; see, amu~~g others, Koopman ( 1997). The matrices Tc, Rc and Qt
and the vectors Zc,; and Xc,; are referred to as system matrices and vectors which are assumed
deterministic and known. However, a small number of elements within the systenr matrices and
vectors may be unknown. Let us denote the vector of these elements by ~i. The parameter
vector zV can be estimated by maximum likelihood methods. De Jong ( 1991) and Koopman and
Durbin ( 1998) are references for a more detailed discussion of the state space form.
The standard Kalman filter recursions evaluate the mean of the state vector nctl conditional
on the vectors obervations y1,...,yc, that is ac~i - E(at}l~yl,...,yc), where
( yc i `
yc - II` lll
yc,n~,
together with the variance matríx Pcfl - var(ac~l~yl,...,yc);see Anderson and Moore (1979).
Koopman and Durbin (1998) argue that considerable and, for cases such as the one considered in
this paper, dramatic computing savings can be achieved by treating the vector series yl,...,yn
as the univariate series yt,t, ..., yi,w, , yz,r, .-. , yn,tv„ and applying the Kalman filter to the uni-
variate seri~. The exact treatment of diffuse priors within the initial state vector variance
cnatrix for the Kalman filter is also simplified considerably using the univariate approach.
The Kalman filter evaluates one-step and multi-step predictions of the state vector and
it evaluates one-step ahead prediction errors including their variances. These predictions are
interpreted as minimum mean squares lineaz estimators. The smoothed estimator of the state
vector, that is ác - E(~e ~yl, ... , yn), and its variance matrix can be computed using a smoothing
algorithm which is associated with the Kalman filter. The likelihood function can be constructed
using the prediction errors via the prediction error decomposition; see Harvey (1993). In order
to get the maximum likelihood estimate for the parameter vector ~i, numerical optimisation
routines aze used to maximise the likelihood function with respect to the parameter vector zG.
The paraineter vectors as and aw can be estimated by generalised least squares methods; see
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de Jong (1991). A straightforward rnethod is to place the parameter vectors a~ and aw in tlte
state vector a~ and to apply the Kalman filter to the augmented state space form; see Harvey
(1993) for more details. The Kalman filter and the associated smoothing algorithm are discrtissed
further in Appendix B.
Model (1) is easily put into state space form. The state vector is the scalar Fr~ so that T~ - 1,
Ri - 1 and Q~ - o-~ in (6). The adverse selection effect qi of (5) is modelled via the regression
effect W~aw so that Wr - ri and aw - ~3. The initial state requires a diffuse prior condition,
that is
Iii ~ N {O, KI} ,
where the diffuse prior n represents a large scalar value, for example 105. The large variance is
requited because the fundamental price ~Cr is modelled as a nonstationary time series process.
The observation equation has Zi,; equals unity and the regression effect. Xr,;a~ is used to model
the spread (3) so that Xt,; -(z(, wí) and ~s -(ry', á')' with the transaction size x- Xr,;. The
variance ai; is the constant aÉ.
3 Empirical results for the London Stock Exchange
3.1 The LSE data set
The data set is obtained from the London Stock Exchange (LSE) directly via the CD-ROM
7}unsaction Data Seruices, which contains al] of the settlement recotds between January and
June 1996. This period contains 125 trading days. Market makers are obliged to report bid
and ask prices in SEAQ between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm every weekday, during which most of the
trades occur. However, 3.O8olo of all trades take place outside this time. Market makers at the
LSE trade domestic securities in two different trading systems: the Inter-Dealer Broker (IDB)
market and the Stock Exchange Automated Quotation (SEAQ) system. The data used in this
paper do not include any inter-dealer trading; every observation in our sample comes from a
trade executed in SEAQ by a market maker and another market participant. Most of the price
data are rounded: 91.22010 of the trade prices are measured in pence so the vast majority of
observations is discrete. In our sample period, one penny was approximately equal to 0.0154 US
dollars.
In this paper we consider three securities: Glaxo Wellcome, British Telecom and Shell Trans-
port. They are among the ten most heavily traded stocks on the London matket in 1996. The
standazd procedure of data editing is applied, see Hansch and Neuberger (1993), Board and
Sutcliffe (1995), Reiss and Werner (1996, 1997) and Neuberger and Hansch (1996) for details.
Some descriptive statistícs are given in Table 1. The settlement records are time-stamped in
minutes. There are occasions at which many trades aze executed, for example, 89 transactions
of British Telecom are reported to be executed on 17 May 1996 at 8:46. Including all of the
data in the sample will increase the computational burden substantially, so we only allow ten
randomly selected trades in our final sample if there are more than ten trades within a minut.e.
As a result the data set is reduced by 2.42070.
3.2 Details of the model
Figure 2 illustrates the data format of the 7innsaction Data Seruice. Each trade record contains
time of the trade t, the security price yi,; and the trade size xt,; (the quantity). As a result,
the variables of model (1) Nr and q~ are known. The unit of y~,; is in pennies, the unit of xt,,
is in 100 shares and the time t is in minutes. The trade records also contain buy and sell flags
of the trading parties (the so-called buy~sell cap) and market makers are marked as "M". The
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direction of the trade is the action of the cotmter party of the market maker. This information
determines the trade dummy variable rt~,; of (4).
We consider model (1) with B~ - ~~~. The sptead is modelled as two regression spline
functions: aie for the time-of-day effect and one for the size effect. The spline functions require
a set of knots. We have experimented with different numbers of knots and with different knot
positions for the two splines. Although a larger number of knots gives a better fit, the optimal
number is based on the right balance between., fit and parsimony (that is, the desire to reduce
the number of parameters in a model). The Akaike information criterion (AIC) is given by
AIC-2(k-logL),
where L is the value of the likelihood function of the estimated model and k is the number of
parameters which is defined as the sum of the sizes of the vectors ~~, a~, aw and ~i. The AIC
is often used for selecting the optimal number of parameters in a model. The model with the
lowest AIC v.alue is selected as the appropriate model. The initial positions of the knots are
e,~ually sprcad along possible values of time or size unless prior information is available which
insists on placing knots in a specific area.
Tt~e time spline is restricted to sum to zero and it is based on four joint íntervals (knots).









size spline 16000 22500 9000
32000 45000 18000
The maximum time lag S considered for the adverse selection effect is set to S- 2. The
period length for reporting transactions is one hour under the publication rule of the London
Stock Exchange which implies that the maximum for S is 60. The inclusion of more lags than
2 increases the computational burden and it does not increase the fit of the model. In the same
way as for the number of knots for splines, the maximum time lag S can be determined by the
AIC decision rule.
Given the details of the model, the signal-to-noise ratio ~ is estimated via numerical op-
timization of the likelihood function. The likelíhood function is evaluated using the Kalman
filter; see Appendices B and C. After estimating rv, the Kalman filtet is used to compute one-
step attead prediction residuals together with their vaziances. Figure 3 presents the average of
absolute standazdised errors for intervals of 10 minutes over the day using all data in our sample.
It shows that the errors are larger at the opening and at the closure of the trading period as it
is suggested in Section 1.4. Therefore we adjust the variances of the model to take account of
these empirical phenomenons. Define the variance multipliers ai and b~ so that the variances of
the disturbances in model (1) become time vazying and they are given by
~Eii - a~ac, ~na - wbtoÉ, t- 1,...,n, i- 1,..., N~.
The variance multipliers for our model are as follows:
(9)
1. Tlte variance aÉ is doubled (ai - 2) at the opening of the trading period between 8:31am
and 8:50 am and at the closure of the trading period between 4:00 pm and 4:28 pm.
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2. The variance aÉ is multiplied by eight (ai - 8) when trades take place before the offical
opening of the trade period and it is multiplied by six (a~ - 6) when trades take place
after the closure of the ttade period.
3. Some standardised one-step ahead residuals are relatively large. When the absolute val-
ues of more than two consecutive residuals are greater than some benchmark, a~ and 6~
are given values larger than one; see Table 2. Although the adjustments are somewhat
arbitrary, most of these adjustments coincide with news reports on. for example, earnings
or mergers published by the Financial Times. This implies that the fundamental price
must be given the flexibility to adjust for changes during these limited periods. Hence the
variance adjustments are well justified.
These adjustments can be altered by the user but after some experimentation we obtained
satisfactory results with these settings. It should be noted that. final results were not very
sensitive to a different set of adjustments. By taking into account the variance adjustments,
model (1) is re-estimated.
3.3 Model specification: time, size and quantity effects
In this section we investigate whether the size and intra-day effects explain the spread and
whether the volume effect explain the fundamental price. We test these hypotheses by using the
likelihood ratio test and the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The likelihood ratio (LR) test
statistic is given by
LR --2 ~ log(Lo~L) - 2~(log L- log La)
where L is the likelihood of the estimated model (1) and Lo is the likelihood of the estimated
restricted model. Three restrictions ate considered: (i) no existence of size effect on the spread,
that is wsó - 0, (ii) no existence of intra-day effect on the spread, that is z~ry - 0, and (iii)
no existence of volume effect on the fundamental price, that is qf - 0. Under the restricted
hypothesis and assuming normality for the disturbances, the likelihood ratio test statistic is
chi-square distributed with degrees of freedom equals the extra number of variables for the
unrestricted model. It is already mentioned that the assumption of normality is weak for our
data set and therefore we regard the LR statistic as an indicative diagnostic rather than as a
formal test.
The distribution of the initial state is diffuse implying that the initial state variance is
azbritarily large. The Kalman filter may behave unstable for the first set of observations. The
likelihood function is evaluated via the Kalman 61ter and it is decided to exclude the first percent
of observations from the summation operators of the logged likelihood function; see Appendix
C. The LR statistics for the three restrictions are reported in Table 3. The restrictions of no
size effect and no volume effect aze cleazly rejected. The restriction of no time-of-day effect for
British Telecom (BT) securities can be accepted and there is also a case to take no account of
the time-of-day effect for Glaxo Wellcome (Glaxo) and Shell Transport (Shell).
The AIC statistic is given in the previous section. Table 4 reports the AIC value for the
estimated model (1) and the three AIC values for the estimated models with the three subsequent
restrictions of no size, no time and no volume effects. The theory of AIC's suggests to select. the
model with the lowest AIC value and that is the estimated model (1) for Glaxo and Shell but
it is the estimated model without the time-of-day effect for BT. However, the AIC values for
the estimated model without any restriction and the estimated model without the time-of-day
effect are not very different from each other in the case of Glaxo and Shell. The exclusion of
other effects causes larger AIC values.
A graphical display of the time-of-day spline ~ry for j- 1, .. ., 1440 (that is 24 hours of
60 minutes) is presented in Figure 4. In the first column of graphs, the splines are displayed
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for j- 1, ...,1440 and, in the second column, the splines are plotted against j- 510, ..., 990
which represents the trading period. From the left hand panel of plots we ma,y conclude that
the Glaxo time spline has the familiar U-shape, the BT spline is large during the day and the
Shell spline is small amund noon. The shape of time splines during the t.rading hours are also
different for the three securities as can be observed from the right hand panel of pictures in
Figure 4. The spread of Glaxo is large around noon and small at three o'clock, the spread of
BT is almost flat everywhere but with a sharp decline in the late afternoon and the time spline
of Shell has an inverse U-shape fir the trading period. The vaziation of the spline is very sinall
in all cases. The difference between the maximal and minimal value of the splines is at most
1.6 pence and only 0.1 pence during trading hours. The reported evidence does not prove the
existence of a significant time-of-day effect or an U-shaped time effect within the day.
The size effect for the spread is strong. Figure 5 plots the estimated size spline functions w~b
for possible values of the quantity x. The size splines for the three securities exhibit the saine
pattern: initially, the spread is decreasing with the size increasing and, after some benchmark,
t.he spread is increasing. The phenomenon of a considerable increase of the spread when the size
gets large is consistent with the inventory and information theory in the literature. The initial
fall of the spread may be attributed to t.he fixed component of the transaction costs.
3.4 Model misspecification: estimated disturbances
The average of the standardised one-step ahead predictions residuals within each minute are
presented in Figure 6 and some summary statistics are shown in Table 6. It can be concluded
that the residuals are not normally distributed and exhibit weak autocorrelations. It is men-
tioned ln Secaioii 2 thnt the assumptinn of noimality is not very realistic and therefore it is not
surprising that normality test statistics point to a departure from normality. Figure 7 ptesents
the correlograms of the residuaLs for the three securities. The first coefficient of the correlogram
is modest in all three cases and the coefficients are negligible after ten lags. The existence of
serial correlation can partly be explained because the residuaLs under consideration aze an av-
erage of a set of residuals within one minute. This type of pooling may introduce some serial
correlation in large data sets.
Volatility does not appear to be a problem in our analysis. The squared estimated distur-
bances rh possess no serial correlation. Moreover, we have also regressed these squared residuals
against the number of transactions N~ and the fit of this regression (measured by the so-called
coefficient of determination R2) was very weak to negligible in all cases. Therefore we can con-
clude that the imposed multiplication factors for the variances oé and o~ have successfully dealt
with the possible volatility for our three securities.
3.5 Estimated parameter coefficients
Table 5 presents the estimated parameters of model (1) with B~ - p~ but without the time spline.
Firstly, the signal-to-noise ratio w is reported which is estimated by maximum likelihood. This
requires numerical optimisation of the likelihood function which is computed by the Kalman
filter; see Appendix C. The estimated ratio w is roughly the same for Glaxo and Shell and it
takes the value of azound 0.1. This value is found regulazly in a variety of applications. The
ratio for BT is much smaller which indicates that the fundamental price evolves more smoothly
than the price of the other equities. It may be concluded that new information has less influence
on the fundamental price for BT than for Glaxo and Shell. On the other hand, it may also
indicate some lack of relevant new information for BT during the period of our sample. The
Figures 8, 9 and 10 present the fundamental price ~ci for the three equities and Figure 11 shows
an example of the evolution of the fundamental price on a specific day for Shell. This graphical
representation of the fundamental price can be very informative for the traders on the market.
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Secondly, the estimated coefficients for the size effects are reported together with the corre-
sponding t-statistics. The estimate for parameter vector b is required to generat.e a graphica]
display of the size spline. Again, the size effects appear to be statistically significant since the
t-statistics associated with the knot coefficients have values larger than 3.5.
Finally, the estimated coefficients of the adverse selection effect ~31 and (3y are reported. They
aze highly significant and they all take positive values as expected. The estimates for dl and ~32
can be interpreted as an indication of the depth of the market; see Kyle ( 1985). For example,
the sum of ,(i1 and (fz of Glaxo Wellcome is about 0.000075, which means, roughly speaking,
that the fundamental price of the security will increase one penny if the volume of buys in the
market exceeds that of sells by 1~(((ii f~)~100) - 1,333,333 shares.
4 Discussions and conclusions
The available level of detail in databases of intra-daily transactions data for competitive dealer-
ship markets brings mixed blessings to the study of market microstructure. On the one hand,
transaction prices and volumes become available for small time intervals, which provide the
opportunity for financial analysts to have a better undetstanding about the market. behaviour.
On the other hand, the data set is not necessarily ordered sequentially and therefore standard
techniques for estimation of the spread may not be applicable.
This paper has presented a simple model to analyse the data of three heavily traded stocks
on tbe London Stock Exchange. The model includes components which allow for the time series
properties of the data and the existence of nonlinear effects. The problem of non-sequentiality is
solved by putting the model into state space form and to estimate the model by the Kalman filter.
The updating recursions of the Kalman filter do not require the dimension of the observationa!
vector to be constant. Moreover, the Kalman filter and associated algorithms can deal with
missing observations in a straightforward manner. The underlying fundamental price of the
securities is extracted from the data and at the same time the effect of volumes on the price and
the explanatory factors of the spread are estimated. Strong evidence is found to support the
fact that spread is a nonlineaz function of the trade size. The evidence of intra-daily effects is
less strong. Apart from the weak significance of test statistics, the estimated time splines for the
securities have three different shapes and the variation of the three splines are small. This has
convinced us that the time-of-day effect is not a determinant factor of the spread on the London
market. In conclusion, our analyses of the three securities have been successful. Model (1) can
generate a wide tange of Tables and Figures, such as the ones reported in this paper, which
provide detailed information about the available transaction data. Empirical studies based on
our model and analysis may contribute to a better understanding of the fundamentals of the
bid~ask spread.
The basic model (1) can accommodate almost all features of the fundamental price and
the spread. Variations of the model may be used to address other questions of the market
microstructure. However, it may be interesting to modify the model specification and to improve
the estimation techniques for further research. The strategy of imposing different disturbance
variances for specific time períods is not satisfactory and it can be altered. The introduction
of an intra-daily vaziance function can be considered and its specification may rely on dummy
variables or smooth functions such as the cubic spline. ALso, it is argued that the normality
assumption is not realistic because the data is subjected to rounding functions. Furthermore, the
erratic behaviour of financial time series may require error distributions with heavier tails. Thus
a more in-depth analysis of the data requires more advanced estimation techniques. However,
such improvements come with a price. The model specification in this paper consists of one
parameter which needs to be estimat.ed by numerical optimisation. The introduction of intra-
daily vaziances will lead to an increase of computational costs.
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Appendices
A Regression spline functions
The regression spline function is defined as a smooth funetion through the data points yc which
are a response to the scalar series xc, for which xc G xeti and t- 1, ... , n. The spline model is
yc - B(xc) -1 Et, E(Et) - 0, var (ec) - o~,
where B(.) is a smooth function which is based on k f 1 knot points (xó, yó), .. .,(xk, yk). The
smoothness of B(.) is created by setting its second derivative with respect to x as a linear function
of k f 1 coefficients, that is
B:~(x) - ~(x; - x)~~~a:-c f ~(x - x;-r)~~~a~
with d; - x~ - xi-1 and B;(x) - B(x) for x~-t G x G x; and i- 1, ..., k. The k f 1 coefficients
a; aze assumed fixed and they can be identified by solving a linear set of equations. These
regression spline equations are obtained as follows: (i) by considering B;'(x) and using standard
integration ru]es, we get expressions for B;(x); (ii) we enforce the spline function B;(x) at x- x;
to be equal to the known value of y~ ;(iii) we restrict the first derivative to be continuous by
enforcing B;(x~)- 8;~1(x~ ) for i- 1, ..., k- 1. Step (ii) leads to a linear expression for B;(x)
in terms of y, and a;, for i - 0, ..., k. Step (iii) leads to k- 1 linear equations for the k f 1
coefficients ao, ..., ac; in teniis of y~, . .., yk The `natural' restrictions ao - ak - 0 allow solving
this linear system with respect to the remaining coefficients a; for i- 1, ..., k- 1. The ~pline
function can now be fully expressed in terms of yo, ..., yk by
B(xe)-B,(xe)-6o,eyó~-...f6~,,cyk, xi-1GxcGx;, ,t-1,---,n,
where the weights bo,c, ..., ók,c depend on the knot positions xá, ..., xk and the value for (or the
position of) xc. For a given set of values y~, ..., yk, the spline function can be computed for any
xó G x G xk. The regression spline can be expressed as
B(xe) - biyt,
where bc -(bo,c, .--, bk,c)r and yt -(yó, ..., yk)'. Consequently, the spline model can be ex-
pressed as the standard regression model
yc - biyt f et,
where parameter vector yt can be estimated by least squares techniques. In the case of our
model (1), the parameter vectors for the two different splines are estimated by generalised least
squares. More details are given by Poirier (1973, 1976). The generalisation of time-varying
regression splines within the state space framework are developed by Hazvey and Koopman
(1993).
B Kalman filter smoother
Consider the state space model (6) and (7). The Kalman filter evaluates the minimum mean
squared linear estimator of the state vector, conditional on `past' observations, together with
its variance matrix. We follow the treatment of Koopman and Durbin (1998) and we exclude
the regression vectors as and aw from the state space model. Define at,r - E(nc~Ye-1) and
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aL,; - E ( ot ~Yi-c, yt,r, . . . , yL,;-i ) with Pe,e - var (atlYi-i ) and Pe., - var (ne ~Yt-~ , yt.c, - . - , yL,;-i ),
for i - 2, . . . , Nt, where Yt - {yl,c , . . . , yc,N~ , y2,c , . . . , yc,N, }. The filtering equations are given
by
at,itc - at,; f KL,;FL.;ivL,,, Pt,;tt - PL,; - Kc,;FL,,~Ké;, (1~)
where
vt,; - ye,; - Zt,;at,., Fi,, - Ze,;Pe.;Zé.; f ~i ;, fít., - PL,;Zi,;, (11)
for i- 1, ..., pt and t- 1, .. ., n. This formulation has vt,, and FL; as scalars and KL,, as a
column vector. The transition from time t to time t f 1 is achieved by the relations
attr,i - Ttat,ptfi, PLfc,c -TtPc,p,fiTi f RLQtRi- (12)
These forward recursions are initialised by al,i - a and Pl,c - P as given by (8).
Minimum mean squared linear estimators using all observations Y are evaluated by a
smoothing algorithm which require output of the Kalman filter. Ttte basic smoothing recur-
sions operate backwards and the equations are given by
rt,;-i - Zi,tFe:lvt,; ~-L~;rt,;, Ne,;-i - Zi,~FL,;1Zt,; f Li;Ne,;Le,;,
r - - 7"- r N - , - T'- N , T - ,
(13)t Ip, t 1 L,0. t lp, t 1 t0 t 1
where Lt,; - 1 - Kc,:Zt,;Ft;;l, for i- pt, ... ,1 and t - n, ..., 1. The initialisations are r,,,p„ - 0
and N,,,p„ - 0. The equations for rt-l,y, and Nt-l,p, do not apply for t- 1.
The output of recursions ( 13) can be used to construct the smoothed estimator of the dis-
turbances, that is, for example, êe - E(Ee~Y ), together with their corresponding variances. The
smoothed disturbances are computed by
Êt,i - ~i;F~;l ~vL,; - Ké;rL,i~ , ~r(Êe,~) - ar,;FL,;2 ~FL,. f K~;Nt,,KL,;) . (14)
~le - Qt~LrL,o, var (~It) - Qe~L1~L,oRLQL,
for t- n, ...,1. The proofs and more general results for smoothed disturbances are given by
Koopman (1993).
The smoothed state vector txt - E(~t~Y„) and variance matrix Vt - vat (at~Y„) also use (13)
and they can be evaluated by
dL - ae f Perc-i, Vt - Pt - PLNL-iPt, (15)
for t- n, ... , 1. A substantial amount of additional storage space is required for aL and Pt.
Proofs of (13) and ( 15) are given by de Jong ( 1988) and Kohn and Ansley ( 1989). A more
efficient algorithm for calculating the smoothed estimator of the state vector only is given by
átti - Tedt f RLr1t, t- 1, ... , n, (16)
with dl - a f Pro and ~t is given by (14); see Koopman (1993) for a discussion.
The Kalman filter smoother also provides a general procedure to handle missing observations
in time series. When no observations are available for a certain time period r, or a sequence of
time periods, the dimension p, - 0 and the updating equation (12) is applied. The smoothing
recursions adjust naturally to this situation. Compazed to other treatments of missing observa-
tions in statistics, this approach is very simple.
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C Maximum likelihood estimation
Consider the state space model ( 6) and (7) with system matrices and vectors depenciing on the
parameter vector ~~. For a given vector r~~, the output of the Kalman filter is used to construct the
likelihood function. Harvey (1993) shows how the likelihood fimction of the state space model
with normal distribitted disturbances can be calculated via the prediction error decomposition.
The log-likelihood function is given by ~
n Pi
log L(~i) - constant - 2~~ log F~,, -~ vi;f Fe,,,
a-i c-i
where v~,, and F~,; are obtained from the Kalman filter which depend on parameter vector
~. In the context of state space models, maximum likelihood estimation refers to numerically
optimising the log-likelihood function with respect to a(i.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of sample stocks
Company name Glaxo BT Shell
Industry Pharmaceutical Telecommunications Oil and Gas
Original sample
number of observations 61,111 12-f,694 48.660
total trading ~-olumes 474,829 912,G99 297.926
max number of trades in 1 mínute 38 89 56
Constructed sample
number of trades buy 31.734 29,198 13,301
sell 28,476 91,797 34.273
total 60,210 120.995 47.584
price mean 852.00 360.09 873.84
max 9ï0.00 386.50 820.00
min 765.00 326.00 949.00
std 50.99 14.34 33.41
size of trade mean 7,790 7,395 6,203
max 3,200,000 4,484,000 1,798.800
min 1 1 1
total trading ~-olumes buy 241,965 447,720 132,179
sell 227,113 460,036 162.986
total 469,078 907,756 295.165
number of rnarket makers 19 19 19
The constructed sample consists o the first ten largest trades with the same time stanip. The
directions of the trades are identified by the capacit,y flags n-hich are described in Section 3.2.
The unit of volumes is 1,000 shares, the unit of the size of trade is one share, and the price unit
is one penny.
Table 2: The timing and magnitude of changes in variances
stock date time n~ 6~ events
Gla.eo 31~01 08:03 100 Optimism that a cocktail of its AZT and
3TC drugs could be a weapon against HIV.
06~03 09:13 40 ABN Amro HG downgrades the share.
10:48-10:55 6.67 800 Galxo may give up US patent fight.
Disappointment on the full-year figures.
26~(13 10:05-10:20 2 20 Glaxo is about to link up with Pfizer.
16~05 14:10-14:50 4 1000 A better-than-expected report on sales
15:46-15:56 2 growt.h.
BT 06~03 11:45 50 The government plans to liberalise the overseas
telephone call tnarket
08~03 13:35-14:25 8
28~03 15:59-16:06 2.5 200 Dealers on bid alert as speculation builds up
29~03 07:46-08:07 50 600 BT and Cable B:Wireless re-open
talks on merger
02~04 11:50-12:00 5 France Telecom and Deutsch Telecom indicate
they are not interested in bidding for Mercury
18~04 08:40-09:00 5 BT and CBcW may announce deal
02~05 17:46- 20 1000 Shock new-s that BT had terminated merger talks
with Cable and Wireless came after market hours.
03~05 -8:02 20 BT tnarked down sharply from the outset on
news of the groups' doomed merger.
17~05 09:10 50 BT and BSkyB plan joint venture.
10~06 09:12-09:45 6 ~4arkets welcome ambitious ~.enture with b4CI.
Shell 15~02 10:16 80 23~~ rise in dividends
13:15-14:50 5 Bad result for the 4th quarter 1995
Downgraded by Goldman Sachs and
ABN Atnro in New York opening
08~03 13:55-14:35 4 150 The stock could not resist. the
pressure from Wall Street
09~05 10:00-10:08 6.67 200 Recorded quarterly result of net income.
Recommended by Goldman Sachs
This table show-s the time when a~ and bt, defined in equation (9), are adjusted. The magnitude
of the adjustments is also shown. Events are news items of the companies reported in the
Finnncial Times on the same day or the next ~íay of the adjustments.
Table 3: LR statistics for size, time and volume effects
Glaxo BT Shell df
Proposed model logL -9897.07 19941.92 4054.34
LR LR LR
No size effect log Lo -9933.33 72.52 19778.89 326.06 3932.50 243.68 2
No time effect IogLo -9903.70 13.26 19940.31 3.22 4040.89 27.00 3
No volume effect log Lo -9987.14 180.14 19838.05 207. ï4 3952.20 204.28 2
The proposed model is equation (1) with size and time spline as in (3) and with ad~~erse selection
effect q~ defined in (5). The model without size effect is the same as the proposed model except
that w'sb of (3) is dropped and replaced by a constant term for the spread. The model without
time effect is the proposed model without z~~ of (3). The model without volume effect is the
proposed model w-ith no q~ in (1). The log-likelihood is defined in Appendix C, the likelihood
ratio is defined as LR- -2 s log(Lp~L) - 2 s(logL - IogLo), and df is the difference of the
number of paranteters between the proposed model and the model under the null hypothesis.
The critical ~~alue for K~2 o yal is 9.21 and ~~3 o syl is 11.341.
Table 4: AIC statistics for size, time and volume effects
AIC Glaxo BT Shell k
Proposed model 19814.1 -39863.8 -8089.7 10
No size effect 19882.7 -39541.8 -7849.0 8
No time effect 19821.4 -39866.6 -8067.7 7
No volume effect 19990.3 -39660.1 -7889.4 6
The same models are considered as for Table 3. AIC is defined as AIC- 2(k - logL), where k
is the uumber of parameters, inclnding t11e signal-to-noise ratio ~.;.
Table 5: Parameter estimates
Glaxo BT Shell
~ 0.115d61 0.009990 0.116872
a2 0.784730 0.219089 0.341186
a~ 0.090606 0.014243 0.039875
t-vnlue t-ualue t-value
ë~ 1.2759 342.81 0.6939 549.71 0.9664 307.48
b.~ 0. i822 3.81 0.4670 10.65 0.6670 8.62
á3 5.3844 4.41 4.6262 17.12 5.3851 12.09
l3i 6.7621e-OS 8.93 9.1462e-06 ï.02 ï.7344e-05 8.90
:32 1.7988e-05 2.36 1.2122e-OS 9.25 2.4020e-OS 2.79
This table presents the parameters of the final model, that is without time spline. The signal-
to-noise ratio a,~ is ó~~nÉ, ~~.here oÉ and á~ are respecti~~ely the variance of e~,; and rle. as defined
in (1). The estimates are reported of the elements á~,b2 and b3 of the size spline ~~ector b mhich
is defined in (3). The estimates for 3i and {32, the elements of ~-ector l3 of (5), are also reported.
The usual t-values are also reported.
Table 6: Summary statistics for standazdized residuals
Glaro BT Shell
mean 0 0 0
~~riance 1 1 1
skee-ness 0.0819 0.1787 0.08s9
kurtosis 6.1759 7.7223 6.0047
~(i) o.18ss o.2sss o.ls3s
This Table presents the summary statistics of the a~.erage standardised residuals u~,; which are
defined in equation (17).
Description of Figures
Figure 1: Example of regression, piece-wise regression and cubic spline. Three
regression methods are used to fit the random points in the diagram: the solid line is of
the OLS regression. the dash line is of the piecewise regression, and the dotted line is of
the cubic spline regression.
Figure 2: An illustration of the LSE data set. This is a simplified exatnple of settlement
records retrieved from Tmnsnctton Data Sen~ice. Each trade record consists of the time
stamp of the trade (to the nearest minute), the codes of the buyer and the seller (Buy~Sell
firm), the capacity flag of the traders (Buy~Sell cap), of which market makers are marked
with an ":~1", the price of the trade (in pence), and the size of the trade (in number of
shares).
Figure 3: Means of absolute standardised errors of ten-minute intervals. The panels
(a), (b) and (c) are respectively the bar charts of ineans of absolute standardised errors of
Glaxo, BT and Shell. The standardised error ut,; is defined as
ui,; - ve.~~Ft;, (17)
where prediction error at,; and its variance F~,; are computed as in equation (11). The
absolute values of u~,; are grouped by the time of the trade in ten-minute intervals for
which the means are calculated.
Figure 4: Estimated time splines of the spreads. The three panels on the leh-hattd
side are the estimated time splines of Glaxo, BT and Shell, respectively. The estimated
time spline is defined according to equation (3) as z~~ for j- 1,... , 1940. The splines are
measured in pences. The panels on the right-hand side are the estimated time splines z~~
for j- 510, ..., 990. This range of index j reflects the mandatory quote period from 8:30
to 16:30.
Figure 5: Estimated size splines of the spreads. The three panels are the estimated size
splines of Glaxo, BT and Shell, respectively. The estimated size spline is defined according
to equation (3) as w~6 and is measured in pence. The quantity x is measured in number
of shares.
Figure 6: Average of prediction residuals for each minute. The thcee panels are plots
of the average of residuals of Glaxo. BT and Shell, respectively, against time. The average
residual is defined as
N,
u~ - ~ ut,;
,-t
(18)
where ut,; is defined in equation (17).
Figure 7: Correlogram for prediction residuals. Three panels are respectively plots of
the sutocorrelation functions of Glaxo, BT and Shell against the lag r- 1, 2, ...,100. The
vertical axis represents the function, which is defind as
7(r) ~irt1 utut-~~(T - r)
P(r) - ~~0) -
~é t ui~T
~-here u~ is defined in equation (18).
Figure S: Observed and smoothed fundamental price of Glaxo Wellcome. Tóis
h~itre presents thc obser~~er1 ptices of Glaxo. y~,;, indicated by dots. and the r~,timateYi
frmdameutal price 1~,. reprc~eutc~l I,~ the solid line.
Figure 9: Observed and smoothed fundamental price of British Telecommunica-
tions. This fi~ure preseuts the obser~~ed prices of BT. ,yr,,. indicxted by dots, aud the
estimated fuudatueutal price Ee~, represented b~- the solid line.
Figure 10: Observed and smoothed fundamental price of Shell Tl-ansport. Tlris
fi~ure presents the ubserr~ed prices of Shell. yt,;, indicated by dots, and the estimated
fundamental price F~t, represeuted by the solid line.
Figure 11: Fundamental price for one speciflc day. This figure plots the observed prices
of Shell, ,yr,; and the estimated fundamental price Eit for the mandatory period of 11 .lune
1996. The solid line represents the price Fit and the observation yr,; is represented bp a
circle if the trade is a bu,y aud by a cross if the trade is a sell.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the LSE data set
DATE T[ME BUY SELL BUY SELL PRICE QUAN-
FIRM FIRM CAP CAP T[TY
OII04~96 11:09 ABC DEF M A 379.00 55
Ol104196 11:09 ABC FGH M A 379.00 440
01~04196 11:09 IJK LMN M A 379.00 400
OII04196 11:09 IJK OPQ M A 379.00 . 3045
01~04~96 11:09 RST UVW M A 380.00 25000
01~04196 11:09 OPQ [JK A M 381.00 783
01I04196 11:10 IJK OPQ M A 379.00 880
01~04~96 11:10 IJK IJK M N 379.00 1000
OII04196 11:10 IJK LMN M A 379.00 1270
OII04~96 11:10 XYZ CAE M A 379.00 550
01~04~96 11:10 XYZ OPQ M A 379.00 1500
O1I04196 1 1:10 RST EW P M A 379.50 130000
O1I04196 11:10 FEN RST A M 380.00 3000
O1I04196 11:10 OPQ [JK A M 380.50 2267
01~04196 11:10 LOU ABC A M 381.00 700
O l ~04196 1 1: I 0 O PQ IJK A M 381 .00 796
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Figure 11: Fundamental price for one specific day
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